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The Wise Choice
How would you define perfection?
It doesn't exist. It is unobtainable. Yet,
the never ending pursuit of perfection is
the hallmark of excellence. It's a continuous
process of always trying to be better. This
is the spirit that guides us at LPT.
We expect outstanding performance
from every fuser and do everything within
our power to ensure they will work for
their full duty cycle.
We ruthlessly test and inspect the fusers and other assemblies we remanufacture.
This includes test prints using a live toner
cartridge.
Most of our QC team have more than
10 years experience in printer parts, and
two have 20 years! Our remanufacturing
team has eight years on average and none
have fewer than three years experience.
This level of expertise means the parts we
send you work out of the box.
We devote months of testing to choosing the best component options. After
years of success, quality in a particular film
can abruptly shift, resulting in a temporary
bump in warranties. When this occurs, rest
assured we will fix the problem fast.
In the long run, stick with the best. It's
the wise choice.

For HP, Lexmark, Samsung and Okidata printer parts, call Liberty Parts Team: 888-444-8778.
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Your organization's best friend
We at LPT are as crazy about dogs
as we are about being the best. Because
of this, and for a change of pace, we
are spotlighting our reps in an unusual
way.
Your rep can help you cut costs,
eliminate callbacks and succeed in this
exciting business. If you want to change

reps, feel free to pick another! You can
send an e-mail to promotions@lbrty.
com.
Liberty Parts Team, a nominee for
2010 Wisconsin manufacturer of the
year, owes its success to its dedication to
quality and to the expertise of it sales
staff.

Enthusiasm Unbounded

It is easy to understand why Paul Seibold is successful. He is not only friendly,
optimistic and enthusiastic, he is one of
the industry's most experienced reps, having started in 1994.
Call toll free (866) 540-9177. IM:
LPTPaul. E-mail: paul.seibold@lbrty.com

Lively & Clever
Colleen Krantz is a rare combination of
youthful vigor and serious attitude. What is
the invariable result of her sparkling service?
Absolute satisfaction.
Contact: (866) 540-9167. IM: LPTColleen. E-mail: colleen.longseth@lbrty.com

Amusing
LPT's charming Englishman is Richard
Jordan, the epitome of sales excellence. He
is a master at making successful businesses
even more successful and has been going at
it for 15 years. Richard is also director of
purchasing.
Call toll free (866) 540-9175. IM: LPTRichard. E-mail: richard.jordan@lbrty.com

Liberty Parts Team, Inc. 3517 W Beltline Hwy., Madison, WI 53713 608-268-7600 FAX 608-268-7619
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Vim
LPT's rising young star Jason Meyering has drive and incredible speed. He
is a rep that has no problem keeping up
with his client, and loves solving their
problems.
Contact: (866) 540-9170. IM: LPTJason. E-mail: jason.meyering @lbrty.
com

Strong performer
Attention to detail ensures customers get their orders on time. Bruce Davis
has served customers with precision
and professionalism since 1997. Bruce is
devoted to you.
Contact: (866) 334-4184. IM:
LPTBruce. E-mail: bruce.davis@lbrty.
com

Dedicated

Lively and Intelligent

Rich Russell is a knowledgeable
rep who points customers to the parts
that meet their needs best. He's been
a printer parts rep since 1996 and is
known for being courteous and diligent.
Contact: (866) 540-9174. IM: LPTRich. E-mail: rich.russell@lbrty.com.

Nose for business
Gonzo Casas is the genuine article.
He's been a reliable and friendly ally
to service customers since 1995. Like
a beagle chases a rabbit to the hunter,
Gonzo delivers parts to his clients.
Contact: (866) 540-9171. IM: LPTGonzo. E-mail: gonzo.casas@lbrty.com

Lightning-fast			
Who can keep up with Kas Schafer?
Not many! He's accurate and speedy,
but always easy-going. Kas has been
making service companies winners since
1997.
Contact: (866) 540-9172. IM:
LPTKas. E-mail: kas.schafer@lbrty.
com

For HP, Lexmark, Samsung and Okidata printer parts, call Liberty Parts Team: 888-444-8778.
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Hardworking and friendly
Always on the ball, Dan Cassidy's
impeccable work has been a boon to the
industry since 1993. You'll be elated by
what he can do for you.
Call toll free (866) 650-6771. IM:
LPTDan. E-mail: dan.cassidy@lbrty.
com

Stalwart Ally
Mike Meinholz is a tenacious character devoted to your success. Customers immediately
notice his confidence, energy and friendliness.
He's got a nose for details, which is a critical
skill for an account rep.
Call toll free (866) 650-1289. IM: LPTMichael. E-mail: mike.meinholz@lbrty.com

Eager to Help
You won't find a friendlier rep than Bob Herro.
A life-long salesman whose motto is HOPE:
"Help Other People Every-day", Bob is happy to
answer questions and provide great service to his
laser printer parts customers. "It's a joy getting customers to switch to our parts, which are the best."
Contact: (866) 650-1290. IM: LPTBobHerro.
E-mail: bob.herro@lbrty.com

Clever cat with 20 years experience
If you value knowledge in a sales rep,
Liberty parts Team's senior rep, Dave Gress, is
a good choice. He has been selling parts since
1991 and can answer a wide array of questions. Dave likes both cats and dogs — he's
got a German Shepherd.
Call toll free (866) 540-9168. IM: LPTDave. E-mail: dave.gress@lbrty.com

Liberty Parts Team, Inc. 3517 W Beltline Hwy., Madison, WI 53713 608-268-7600 FAX 608-268-7619
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Fuser Replacement



LJ 1160/1320/P2015



A L-side: Two tabs

B R-side: Tab



C R-side: Tabs

D R-side: Tabs



E Back cover: tab, pin

F Duplexer: tab





G Back cover

As a regular maintenance item in any laser
printer, the fuser should ideally be easy to replace,
and in most printers, this is indeed the case. This
article deals with a family of printers that definitely does not follow this rule!
In these printers, replacing the fuser requires the removal
of many other parts. Also, there are some inaccuracies in the
official service manual removal and replacement procedures.
We will guide you through the correct procedure step by step.
1. Remove the toner cartridge (cover it or put it in a dark
place) and tray 2, and lift the printer off of any optional
feeder(s).
2. Remove left-side cover: Open the print-cartridge door,
then use a flat-blade screwdriver or pick to release two tabs at
the back of the printer (Fig. A), and slide the cover forward
to remove it. Note that the release tabs are in slightly different
positions on the different printer models. On the 1160 and
1320, the tab positions are marked with indents. The photo
shows the P2015 cover.
3. Remove right-side cover: On the 1160/1320, tip the
printer up onto its front face and use a flat-blade screwdriver
or pick to pry the lower rear corner of the cover away from
the plastic retaining tab on the rear cover (Fig. B). This can
be difficult, and it may help to use two tools to simultaneously press in on the rear cover and pry out on the right-side
cover. Then tip the printer back to its normal position, open
the print-cartridge door, and use the screwdriver or pick to
release two tabs at the back of the printer (Fig. C), then slide
the cover forward to remove it. On the P2015, the retaining
tabs are at the front of the cover, and can usually be released
by finger pressure alone (Fig. D). Once these tabs are released, the cover comes off easily.
4. Remove back cover: Remove four screws, two on each
side, then tip the printer up on its front face and release the
retaining tab at the lower left corner (Fig. E). If the printer is
a duplex model, flex the plastic cover to release the tab on the
duplexer tray from the pivot pin on the cover (Fig. E). On
the P2015 only, the duplexer tray also attaches to the cover
on the other side, but this will come apart easily with no
flexing required. Then lift the cover off of the printer. When
re-installing this cover, make sure that the green fuser levers
(and, on the 1160/1320, the black fuser sensor lever) fit into
their respective holes (Fig. G), and remember to re-attach the
duplexer tray if the printer is a duplex model.
5. Remove duplexer tray (duplex models only): With the

For HP, Lexmark, Samsung and Okidata printer parts, call Liberty Parts Team: 888-444-8778.
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H Top cover: cable

I Top cover: cable


J Fan Cable and others






K Two Fan Screws



K Gears:
L
Fan Cable
screws

M Gear asm removal








printer still tipped up onto its front face, pull the green release
tab at the front of the printer (Fig. F) to release the duplexer
tray magnets, then pull the tray out the back. When reinstalling, this tray must go in (from the back) before the back
cover goes on. Note correct orientation (white plastic toward
you, Fig. F.
6. Remove top cover: Remove two screws at the back of the
printer, and two more near the front. Note that the position
of the front screws differs on the different printer models: the
1160/1320 printers have a chrome self-tapping screw on the
left side and a smaller black machine screw on the front right
corner; the P2015 has black machine screws in symmetrical
locations on the sides. Then release the control-panel cable
and lift the cover off the printer. Note: on the 1160/1320,
the cable unplugs at the control panel (on the right side) Fig.
H; on the P2015, the cable unplugs at the formatter board
(on the left side), Fig. I. When re-installing the P2015 top
cover, make sure to route the control panel cable through the
plastic-protected hole in the printer sidewall, not the hole
with sharp metal edges.
7. Remove fan: Disconnect the fan cable at the ECU (at the
back of the printer) Fig. J. Unthread this cable from the cable
guides, all the way back to the fan. Now remove two screws,
unhook the fan clip at the upper right corner of the fan
(Fig. K.), and lift the fan off the printer. When re-installing,
re-hook the fan clip first to hold the fan in position before
putting the screws in.
8. Remove duplex-drive gears (duplex models) or face-down
gears (simplex models): Simplex and duplex printers have different gear assemblies, but the removal procedure is the same
for both. Remove three screws (Fig. L) and very carefully lift
the gear assembly away from the printer. Note that the gears
are loose in the assembly and can fall out. We recommend
tilting the printer toward you while removing or re-installing
this gear assembly (Fig. M) so that gravity helps keep the
gears from falling out. In case the gears do fall out of the assembly, we include a photo (Fig.M, superimposed) showing
how they should look when re-installed (this is the duplex
version).
9. Remove duplex solenoid (duplex models only): Disconnect one cable, remove one screw (Fig. N), and lift the solenoid off the printer chassis. Note the position of the white
plastic arm below the solenoid, and how the metal armature
of the solenoid fits into the notch in the arm. This arm will
probably fall off when you remove the solenoid, but it is easy
to re-install both if you use the photo as a guide. Note that
there are guide holes in the sidewall for both the solenoid and
the arm.
10. Remove formatter: Make sure to observe ESD precautions when handling the formatter: ground yourself, and
place the board on a conductive surface while it is out of the
printer. In all printer models, the formatter is on the left side,
toward the rear, but the details of removing it vary. In the
1160/1320, disconnect five cables (one flat flexible cable at

N Solenoid, gears

Liberty Parts Team, Inc. 3517 W Beltline Hwy., Madison, WI 53713 608-268-7600 FAX 608-268-7619
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O Formatter: screws



P Cable




Q Cable guides


R Cable guide, P2015





S Fuser cables (3)

the bottom; one flat flexible cable and three other cables at
the top) and remove eight screws (including two in the plastic
I/O cover at the rear end) before lifting the board away from
the printer (Fig. O). In the P2015, disconnect four cables
(two at the top, and two at the bottom, with one flat flexible
cable in each pair) and remove four screws before removal.
Take care with the flat flexible cables, which are easily damaged.
11. Unplug/unthread cables and remove cable guides: In the
1160/1320 only, unplug one cable on the right side of the
printer, in the lower rear corner (Fig. P). There is a cable in
this location in the P2015, but it does not need to be unplugged. Next, unplug a group of cables at the rear of the
ECU board (Fig. J, circled). In the 1160/1320, there are
three cables at the edge of the board, and two more behind
those. In the P2015, there are four cables at the edge of the
board, and two behind (the photo shows the P2015). Next,
unthread all these cables from the cable guides and remove
the cable guides from the printer. In the 1160/1320, there are
separate cable guides on each side (Fig. Q). For each guide,
release the retaining tab (shown in the photo) and slide the
guide toward the center to remove it. In the P2015, the cable
guide is a single piece (Fig. R); remove one screw and slide
the plastic guide to the right to remove it. Once the guides
are out of the way, you can unplug the fuser cables (Fig. S): a
single black cable on your right, and two large cables on the
left (each of these has a retaining tab that must be squeezed
as you unplug the cable). Finally, in the 1160/1320 only, there
is one more cable to unplug, in the lower left corner (as you
look at the back of the printer) Fig. AB,
12. Remove fuser gears and screws: Remove two gears on the
right side of the printer (Fig. N) by spreading the release tabs
slightly away from the shafts, and then pulling the gears off.
[The new fuser should include the upper gear only, but you
will want to remove that before installing the fuser. After the
fuser is installed, re-install the new upper gear (that came
with the fuser) and the old lower gear.] Next, remove three
screws on each side (Fig. U shows the screws on the left side
of the printer; Fig. V shows the right-side screws). Note:
be careful about location when re-installing the right-side
screws. There are “extra” holes in that side, where other things
have been removed (the fan and gear assembly), and it is easy
to put screws in the wrong holes and find out later that one
of the mounting holes for the fan, for example, already has a
screw in it. Then you have to remove things to put that screw
where it belongs.
13. Remove fuser: On the P2015, this is relatively easy: at
the left side of the printer (to your right as you face it from
the back), pull the printer chassis from the top to spread the
frame and release the fuser, simultaneously pulling that end
of the fuser toward you (Fig. X). When this end of the fuser
is free, remove it by pulling it to your right and feeding the
gear shafts through the holes on the other side. This procedure is basically the same on the 1160/1320, except that
there are wires routed through the right end of the fuser (to

For HP, Lexmark, Samsung and Okidata printer parts, call Liberty Parts Team: 888-444-8778.
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U Screws, left side






V Screws, right side

W Wire group

X Fuser, P2015




LPT

T Cable holder: tab



your left as you face it from the back), and these have to be
freed before the fuser can come out. We start by removing
the cable holder. The service manual says to “pull the cable
holder straight back to remove it,” but this only works after
releasing the tab on the side (Fig. T). Once the cable holder
is out of the way, you can remove the wires from the channel
on the side of the fuser. This requires some care and precision, but it is actually easier to remove the cables than it is to
re-install them (more on this in a moment). It may help to
free the other end of the fuser as described above, and remove
the wires (starting at the “front” side of the fuser – the side
facing away from you) as you pull the fuser out of the printer.
For reference, Fig W shows the wire group after the fuser has
been removed.
14. Reassemble the printer: For the most part, this is just a
matter of reversing the above steps. However, as mentioned
in step 13, you may experience difficulty re-routing the wires
through the end of the 1160/1320 fuser. Here is a procedure
that worked for us. First, it seems to help if the wires are
bundled together. This can be done with tape or cable ties,
but you have to be careful not to make the bundle too bulky,
as there isn’t much room to spare in the channel where it
goes. We used a single layer of thin transparent tape. Next,
feed the bundle into the channel (starting at the “back” side
of the fuser – the side facing you) as you are re-installing the
fuser. Note that there are two channels on the side of the
fuser, one completely enclosed by black plastic, and another
channel between the plastic and the metal frame of the fuser.
The entire bundle should go into the black plastic channel,
below the tab (Fig. Y). You also have to route the thick black
fuser cable through this same area, but it goes above a different tab (Fig. Y).
Once all cables are routed and the fuser is fully seated,
slide the cable holder back in. Fig. Z shows the orientation of
the cable holder. The retaining tab (released in step 13 while
removing the cable holder) should be on your right; the flat
surface at the rear of the cable holder should go on top of
the bundle of colored wires, but below the thick fuser cable.
When you have the cable holder about halfway in, pull the
fuser cables down so that they pass behind the front of the
cable holder, as in Fig. AA. Now push the cable holder the
rest of the way in until the retaining tab locks in. It should
look like Fig. AB when you finish. Hint: the notch at the rear
end of the cable holder has to mate with a raised portion of
the left sidewall of the plastic channel that holds the cables. If
it doesn’t want to go all the way in, you may have to move it
left or right to line up the notch with the sidewall.
After that, just reverse steps 1-12, paying attention to the
various re-installation tips along the way.
—Dennis Kosterman

Y Bundled wires and tabs

Liberty Parts Team, Inc. 3517 W Beltline Hwy., Madison, WI 53713 608-268-7600 FAX 608-268-7619
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Z Cable holder orientation

ATRIX TONER VACUUMS
Liberty Parts Team offers Atrix International’s
Omega Supreme Toner Vacuum and its standard filters. Atrix vacuums and filters are used
and approved in companies such as Xerox, HP
and Lexmark.

AA Cable holder

TO ORDER, CONTACT YOUR REP TOLL-FREE
Bob Herro: (866) 650-1290
Bruce Davis: (866) 334-4184
Colleen Krantz: (866) 540-9167
Dan Cassidy: (866) 650-6771
Dave Gress: (866) 540-9168
Gonzo Casas: (866) 540-9171



Jason Meyering: (866) 540-9170
Kas Schafer: (866) 540-9172
Mike Meinholz: (866) 650-1289
Paul Seibold: (866) 540-9177
Rich Russell: (866) 540-9174
Richard Jordan: (866) 540-9175

AB Cable holder, installed; cable

For HP, Lexmark, Samsung and Okidata printer parts, call Liberty Parts Team: 888-444-8778.
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PRODUCTS

RM1-0036 and -0037 both
have strange new versions
HP has gotten a lot of mileage out of the RM10036 pickup roller and the RM1-0037 feed/separation roller. These are the standard cassette tray
rollers for these printers:

NEW

OLD

• LJ 4200, 4300
• LJ 4240, 4250, 4350
• LJ 4345, M4345
• CLJ 4700, 4730, CM4730
• CLJ CP4005
• LJ P4014, P4015, P4515
HP introduced a new version of these two rollers in the P4014 series, the different appearance of
which has created confusion. The inner core is solid
black rubber, rather than porous gray material. The
appearance is so different that service techs swapping
rollers in these machines might assume they'd been
sent the wrong part.
In fact, the new rollers are interchangeable.

Above: feed/separation rollers. Below: pickup rollers.
Despite different core material and widths, the new
and old roller versions interchange.

We have tested both styles in our P4015 test
bed, and have not noticed a difference in fit or
performance.
Liberty Parts Team stocks both types of each roller. In our kits, we use the old version. If you prefer
the new style with the solid black rubber core, order
the roller with the suffix “CN”: RM1-0036-CN for
the pickup roller, and RM1-0037-CN for the feed/
separation roller. Rollers with any other suffix will
be the older style.

Service Edge is the quarterly laser printer tech
bulletin of Liberty Parts Team.
Editor-in-Chief: David K. Reinke
Editor: Robert Reinke
Writers: Dennis Kosterman, Robert Reinke
NEW

OLD
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Not a having and a resting,
but a growing and a becoming,
is the character of perfection…
The pursuit of perfection, then,
is the pursuit of sweetness and light.
Matthew Arnold,
British poet and critic (1822-1888)
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